Intelligent Security
The Security Solution Partners
for the Building and Construction Industry

We believe that the success and growth of our business can
be attributed to:
• Maintaining customer loyalty by not only caring about the
clients’ current sites, but also protecting the long-term
investment they have made with us
• Providing cost effective packages linked with a quality
personal service
• Understanding the importance of an effective fast response
• Commitment to meeting the specific needs of the building
and construction industry
• A wide product range, which allows us to tailor a solution to
suit a site’s specific needs
• In-house technology
• In-house 24hr monitoring station
• In-house 24hr technical support
• Extensive investment in product research and development
Our aim for the future (by continuously improving our product
range and the quality of our monitoring and management
service) is to become the leading name in Building &
Construction Site Security.

Herongrange Limited - Company Profile
Herongrange Ltd. are specialists in providing an integrated range of security
solutions for the Building and Construction industry throughout the UK.
•
•
•
•

AlertShield Monitored Wire-Free Alarms
CamShield Remote Monitored Interactive Video Surveillance
Biometric Access Control
Manned Guarding & Mobile Patrols

Herongrange is dedicated to providing a complete integrated security solution
specifically adapted to meet all challenges on site. We manage all aspects of our
security solutions, from initial consultation and site survey through all the stages
of system design, manufacturing and installing to system monitoring, on-site
response, call-out aftercare and re-commissioning on subsequent sites.
All Herongrange systems are designed, manufactured and monitored in-house at
our Northampton facility, providing a constant level of service throughout the UK.
We work nationally with SIA registered security companies appointed and managed
by us to ensure that your site has a rapid and accountable response in the event of
alarm activation.
You have the benefit of a single contact point for all site security requirements and
our in-house management team can supply information for costs at tender stage,
coverage of a new project or even advice on additional security for special events.

Herongrange Limited - Company Background
Over the last 15 years the Herongrange security systems have been continuously
developed and expanded. From a system initially designed to protect computer
assets for Land Rover and Jaguar, to the sophisticated multilayer security product
we now provide to the building and construction industry.
Our customer base has continued to expand over this period. In the last eight years
the building & construction industry has become our core business and we are
pleased to be partnering with many of the industry’s key players.
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Herongrange: Product Overview
The Herongrange philosophy is to provide a monitored modular security system
solution, which offers the ability to control losses and protect site 24 hours a day,
seven days a week with maximum flexibility.
This we achieve by integrating a combination of overt and covert security systems
tailored to your site with a proactive in-house monitoring service.
We understand that sometimes video surveillance is not required, which is why we
can offer a choice of systems both of which meet the multi layer criteria covering
both the internal and external areas on site or if necessary, can be used as a single
layer cover in line with many providers.
AlertShield Wire free detectors for internal and perimeter coverage providing a
more economical option, or with sites where Video Surveillance is not possible or
practical.
CamShield video surveillance and AlertShield Wire free internal detectors for the
optimum level of security and safety.

Herongrange: CamShield Intelligent Imaging System
CamShield video surveillance provides irrefutable proof of our
service and is an important deterrent for any organisation
that is serious about security and at Herongrange we
take your security very seriously. We supply CamShield
video surveillance server based systems with
remote client access, our unique software and
24-hour, seven days a week recording capacity.
This enables not only out of hours security but
daytime recording as well allowing site managers
to check on health and safety issues, trace
misplaced equipment or even to monitor staff
attendance from the server operated system.
Key members of staff can even have access to
the cameras from home or the office if required.
It’s a totally flexible intelligent imaging system why does it need to be intelligent?
Because cameras without an effective activation
system, a powerful monitoring system and an
accountable response will only give you the recording to
look at after the event.
Therefore we use a server-based system for remote management
allowing bidirectional communication and facility for downloads and
continual upgrades. The camera feeds are continuously monitored
electronically, frame by frame from the primary and secondary activation
systems, sending through visual alerts to the monitoring centre. Our
bespoke interface software translates all movement into a pre-validated
audiovisual format for the controllers providing the most attentive and
transparent service possible on your projects.
This powerful technology is managed by our in-house IT and Police liaison
teams supporting your site and providing footage for prosecutions.
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Herongrange: AlertShield Alarm Systems
AlertShield is a wireless system comprising of a control panel
and any number of wireless detectors types, operating
in a Local Area Wireless Network radius typically up
to 300 metres from the alarm panel. Detectors
can be heat, vibration or movement sensitive
including door contacts and smoke
detectors. We deter any access onto
site with detectors placed on the site
perimeter so we have advanced
knowledge of intruders entering
site; therefore a response guard can often be
there before a static guard would be aware of
trouble.
Our AlertShield systems, as with our
CamShield systems, are continuously
monitored by our in-house control
room and the individual detector IDs
allow us to pass information to the site
manager as to exactly where security
may need strengthening. These systems
can operate independently from phone lines
and continuous power supplies so that we can
cover your project as soon as site starts.
All CamShield and AlertShield system parameters are constantly
monitored to ensure the correct operation. This is backed up by our
nationwide engineer coverage to
attend to emergencies allowing you to
leave security firmly in our control.

Herongrange: Monitoring
Our controllers are well trained,
experienced and intelligent as
they hold the reputation of
Herongrange and the safety of
your site in their hands. They
can see more of your site
than a guard. They use all
the tools of a live audio link
to site with CamShield
and exact locations for
the AlertShield detectors to direct response to the correct area. They
ensure that the response companies arrive on time, do a thorough
check and then evaluate if you need to be advised. They arrange additional
services, liaise with the Police and get to know your site movements.
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Herongrange: Additional Modules
Biometric Access Control With optional time & attendance recording, utilising
third generation fingerprint, hand and Iris recognition and turnstiles with or without a
supervising guard.
Mobile & Static Manned Security We have an established national network of
security companies primarily for alarm response and key holding, therefore we can
source manned guards or arrange mobiles as part of our package.
Vehicle Access Barriers We are able to supply install and manage a wide range
of manual and automatic vehicle access barriers that can be linked to biometric
access control systems.
Time Lapse Video Production Either stand alone or integrated as part of our
Intelligent Imaging video surveillance system. This gives the ability to compress a
whole project build into a short video for you or your clients records.
Project Management Team An important part of our security solution package
is access to our management and technical support team, 24 hours a day. We
pride ourselves on being able to source and supply all of our clients’ site security
needs and facilities; we are our clients’ first port of call. At Herongrange we take our
clients’ security very personally.
Our reputation is built by caring about your site.
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Herongrange: Applications
We are currently involved with:
Civil Construction: Road/Rail Projects, Utilities, WWT Works, Flood Alleviation.
Special Projects: PFI contracts, Government Contracts, Hospitals, Schools.
Civil Building: Hotels, Superstores, Universities, Business & Industrial Units
House Builders: Private Residential, Social Housing, Apartment Blocks,
Retirement Flats.
These are all vulnerable areas and Herongrange have the experience on all these
types of sites to benefit your project and take the risk out of security.
The vast majority of our customers purchase the systems as it does not cost any
more than a hire scheme and we believe that partnering means being honest
on costs; therefore subsequent sites only pay for refurbishment, service and
monitoring and we include a new 12-month warranty. Your investment is looked
after and tracked with management reports when the systems are active or in our
storage.
We find that security is often neglected until there is a problem however it has
significant effects on production and profits. Consulting us at an early stage for
the benefit of professionalism and the ethos of partnering with our clients, even
if it is only on one site, makes the difference on your bottom line and your daily
headaches.

Herongrange: Customers
A2 Dominion Enterprises
Balfour Beatty Plc
Bam Construct UK
Barratt David Wilson Homes (BDW Trading)
Birse Civils Ltd
Black and Veatch Ltd
Bowmer and Kirkland Group
Cala Ventures Ltd
Carillion Plc
Cheetham Hill Construction Ltd
Clugston Group
Costain Group
Crest Nicholson
Dean and Dyball Civil Engineering
Fitzgerald Contractors Ltd
Galliford Costain Atkins JV
GallifordTry Plc
GB Group
Interserve Plc

ISG Group
J Tomlinson Ltd
Jackson Civil Engineering Ltd
Jaguar Land Rover
Jessops Construction Ltd
J N Bentley Ltd
John Sisk and Son Ltd
Kier Group
Laing O’Rourke Ltd
MBA Polymers UK
Miller Group
Morgan Sindall Plc
NMC Nomenca
Northern Power Grid
Persimmons Homes
Taylor Wimpey
Thomas Vale Construction Ltd
United Utilities
Vinci Construction UK Ltd

Just a few of the companies we are proud to be associated with:
Just a few of the companies we are
proud to be associated with:

Herongrange Ltd, 11 Cirrus Park, Lower Farm Road, Northampton NN3 6UR
Tel: 01604 498830 • Fax: 01604 499811 Email: SalesEnquiry@herongrange.com

